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Abstract
Objective
With the long-term goal of improving community health by screening for dementia, we tested
the utility of integrating the Six-Item Screener (SIS) into our emergency department neurology
consultations.

Methods
In this cross-sectional observational study, we measured SIS performance within 24 hours of
hospital arrival in 100 consecutive English-speaking patients aged ≥45 years. Performance was
compared to patient age, previously charted cognitive impairment, and proxies for in-hospital
complexity: whether or not a patient was admitted to the hospital and the number of medical
studies ordered.

Results
Those with poor SIS performance were older (p = 0.02) and more likely to have previously
charted cognitive impairment (p < 0.01; sensitivity 86%, specificity 77%). Poor performers were
more likely to be admitted to the hospital (p = 0.04; odds ratio 3.6) and were subjected to more
tests once admitted (p < 0.01), relationships that persisted after accounting for age and history
of cognitive impairment.

Conclusions
Poor performance on the SIS was associated with previously charted cognitive impairment,
justifying future study of its ability to detect unrecognized dementia cases. Until then, its ability
to inexpensively anticipate medically complex hospital admissions motivates broader emer-
gency department use of the SIS.
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Without intensive outpatient screening of community-dwelling
adults, 65%–82% of cases of cognitive impairment go
unrecognized.1,2 Community health efforts to identify dementia
may be fruitful in the emergency department (ED). The chronic
health conditions and poor socioeconomic status associated with
dementia also predispose to ED visits,3,4 and cognitive impair-
ment increases the risk of hospitalization.5 Moreover, the acute
illness triggering the ED visit may strain cognitive reserve,
worsen test performance, and thereby improve screening sen-
sitivity (perhaps at the expense of specificity). An ED screen
should be brief, easy to implement, retain fair sensitivity and
specificity for cognitive impairment, and integrate with ED
providers’ typical scope of care, which includes risk stratification
during the acute illness. For these reasons, we investigated
routine use of the Six-Item Screener (SIS) during our initial in-
hospital encounters with patients. The SIS tests orientation and
word recall, adds less than a minute to an examination, and
compares favorably with the Mini-Mental State Examination
(MMSE) in outpatient6 and ED settings.7

Methods
In the second half of 2016, we collected data for a quality
improvement (QI) project promoting routine SIS use by the
University of California–Davis Neurology Consultation Ser-
vice. For a new consultation, residents were asked to use the
SIS if a patient was ≥45 years old, communicated in spoken
English, and had been in the hospital for less than 24 hours.
No qualifying patients were excluded. SIS performance was
logged in electronic medical records, and data were later
anonymized and extracted for analysis. The goal was to test
whether resident SIS use helped characterize patients’ pre-
hospitalization or in-hospital well-being. The study proposal
was exempted from full review by the University of
California–Davis institutional review board.

Measures of prehospitalization well-being were age, the
number of home medications, and whether a patient had
a previously documented diagnosis of cognitive impairment,
either dementia or mild cognitive impairment (MCI).
Measures of in-hospital well-being included vital signs,
whether or not a patient was admitted to the hospital from the
ED, and of those patients that were admitted, their length of
stay (LOS) and how many studies (imaging plus laboratory
studies) were ordered during their admission.

To administer the SIS, one tests free recall of 3 spoken words
(herein, “banana,” “sunrise,” and “chair”) and asks the patient the
month, the year, and the day of the week. One point is awarded
for each correct orientation question and for each freely recalled

word after a short (>1 minute) delay, for a total of 6 points. For
thisQI project, judgement on its use—whethermental status and
English proficiency were sufficient, whether it should be skipped
(as in the setting of a stroke code)—and the choice of distraction
task between word registration and recall (usually clock drawing;
for frequency, see dataset S1, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.gn8h3tg)
was at the discretion of the neurology resident. Nevertheless,
residents were encouraged by near-daily reminders, and based on
their feedback and the time interval needed to assess 100 patients,
SIS use was thought to be near-universal for eligible patients.

Based on community SIS performance in Callahan et al.,6 we
chose a target enrollment of 100 patients, and to dichotomize
SIS performance as poor (score 0–3) or good (4–6). Based on
their data, dichotomized this way, a χ2 test comparing SIS
performance to the presence of dementia would require 49
patients to achieve a power of 0.80 (with α = 0.05). The higher
target enrollment accommodated analyses of in-hospital well-
being and uncertain dementia prevalence in our population.

As there is wide literature variability on how to dichotomize SIS
performance—with “good” performance requiring no errors in
some contexts,1 or allowing 3 errors in others8—we provide
raw scores (dataset S1, doi.org/10.5061/dryad.gn8h3tg).

Statistical analysis
Continuous data are reported as mean ± SD. For inferential
statistics, number of studies and LOS were log-transformed to
reduce skew. Depending on whether variables were categorical
or continuous, comparisons were based on Fisher exact test,
Welch t test, or a generalized linear model. A 2-tailed p < 0.05
was considered significant.

Results
Our 100 patients were aged 68 ± 12 years. Fifty-nine were
men. Six patients had previously documented cognitive im-
pairment (5 with dementia; 1 with MCI). Seventy-four
patients were admitted to the hospital. The primary reason
(diagnosis/complaint) for each ED visit is provided in dataset
S1 (doi.org/10.5061/dryad.gn8h3tg). Admitted patients had
a LOS of 4.0 ± 4.0 days. For patients admitted to the hospital,
38 ± 30 studies were ordered per patient. Much of the vari-
ance in studies ordered was related to length of stay (p <
0.001; R2 = 0.46).

Those with poor SIS performance were older (p = 0.021; 73 ±
13 vs 66 ± 11 years) and more likely to have previously docu-
mented cognitive impairment (5 of 27, compared to 1 of the 73
good performers; p = 0.005, odds ratio [OR] 15.8). The

Glossary
ED = emergency department; LOS = length of stay; MCI = mild cognitive impairment; MMSE = Mini-Mental State
Examination; OR = odds ratio; QI = quality improvement; SIS = Six-Item Screener.
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relationship persisted when analysis was restricted to those aged
≥65 years (p = 0.012).

Comparing prehospital to in-hospital well-being, there was no
relationship between the odds of admission, the number of
studies ordered during an admission, or the LOS to either
patient age or the number of home medications (all p > 0.1).
Similarly, a preexisting diagnosis of cognitive impairment was
related neither to the odds of admission nor the number of
studies ordered (both p > 0.1).

Those with poor SIS performance were more likely to be
admitted to the hospital (24 of 27 poor performers and 50 of
73 good performers admitted; p = 0.043; OR 3.6). Of those
admitted, poor SIS performance was unrelated to LOS (p >
0.5), but was associated with more studies ordered during the
hospitalization (p = 0.019). This finding remained after
adjusting for LOS, regardless of whether patients with cog-
nitive impairment were included or excluded, and whether age
(which was not predictive in any model; p > 0.2) was included
as a variable (F1,71 [or F1,65 when excluding previously
documented cognitive impairment] >9.70, p < 0.003).

Discussion
In this study, we used the SIS to rapidly screen patients for poor
cognition during an acute hospital visit. In this environment,
SIS performance retained fair sensitivity and specificity for
previously documented cognitive impairment. However, poor
performance was found in 27% of our patients, of which the
majority had no known baseline cognitive impairment.

As a QI project to promote routine use of the SIS, our study did
not carefully control the testing environment, was broadly in-
clusive of ages and diagnoses, and the SIS was administered at the
discretion of whichever resident was on service. These factors
increase variability and would be undesirable for the initial vali-
dation of the SIS, but such validation studies already exist for the
ED setting.7,9 Our report adds ecological validity, demonstrating
the real-world utility of the SIS. Poor SIS performance was as-
sociated with greater likelihood of admission andmore diagnostic
testing (figure). Perhaps cognition is worse in sicker patients, who
will require more diagnostic workup because of the severity of
their medical illness. However, we cannot exclude the possibility
that the act of screening for (and documenting) cognitive
symptoms itself inspired well-justified additional workup. Re-
gardless, SIS performance measured early in a hospital visit can
risk-stratify patients, reminiscent of findings for the MMSE.10

This utility, combined with the simplicity and brevity of the SIS,
makes it appealing for widespread use in community EDs.

Because we analyzed single-site data from our neurology con-
sultation service, we recognize that rates and underlying etiolo-
gies of poor cognition may differ in other settings, limiting
generalizability of the present findings.We are reassured that our
results are similar to a 2011 study that sought to enroll all ED

patients aged 65 years or older, which also found a significant
relationship between SIS score and previously diagnosed de-
mentia10: reanalyzing our data with that study’s stricter age
cutoff, higher SIS threshold for “good” performance, and need to
have dementia (not justMCI) to count as cognitive impairment,
we calculate a sensitivity and specificity of 80% and 52%, com-
pared to their 79% and 62%. That SIS thresholdmay be too strict
when screening for dementia in patients who are acutely ill. Half
of our patients with previously documented cognitive impair-
ment earned fewer than 2 points correct on the SIS. Community
screening for unrecognized dementia cases might therefore se-
lect a lenient threshold, improving specificity while easily
uncovering several patients who deserve additional cognitive
assessment. At our preselected threshold, the SIS retained fair
sensitivity and specificity for cognitive impairment in general
(86% and 77%) and dementia specifically (discounting the 1
patient withMCI; 80% and 76%) in the setting of a hospital visit,
compared to 89% and 88% measured in an outpatient sample.6

Outpatient follow-up would help identify the cause of poor
performance on our single in-hospital screen. The possibility
that poor SIS performance can identify previously

Figure Six-Item Screener (SIS) performance predicts the
number of diagnostic studies ordered during
hospitalization

The number of studies is the sum of laboratory and imaging orders
during an admission. For example, a patient receiving a chest x-ray,
basic metabolic panel, and serum lactate would be counted as having 3
studies. In these analyses of patients admitted to the hospital, the
number of studies increases with length of stay (LOS), and is predicted
by SIS performance. To help visualize overlapping points on LOS of 1 and
2 days, points are jittered slightly around their integer x-axis value. The
final model displayed here included the interaction between SIS per-
formance and LOS (p = 0.012): the intercept for both best-fit lines (shown
with ± 95% confidence interval) is nearly identical, but poor performers
have a steeper slope (ln[studies] = 0.65 * ln[LOS] + 3.0 vs ln[studies] =
0.36 * ln[LOS] + 3.0) (p = 0.012 for LOS × performance interaction). The
full model of ln(LOS) + SIS performance + the interaction explains 55% of
the variance in ln(studies) (R2 = 0.553). Based on the best-fit lines, ;40%
more studies will be ordered on a poor performer than on a good per-
former during a 3-day hospitalization.
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unrecognized cognitive impairment is enticing, suggesting
a role in community health initiatives to identify new de-
mentia cases. Future studies of this type are warranted by the
expectation that early identification of cognitive impairment
could lead to reduced inpatient costs as well as better post-
discharge management.
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